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We have onsidered the quantum dynami s of an array of nSQUIDs  two-jun tion SQUIDs with negative
mutual indu tan e between their two arms. Ee tive dual-rail stru ture of the array reates additional internal
degree of freedom for the uxons in the array, whi h an be used to en ode and transport quantum information.
Physi ally, this degree of freedom is represented by ele tromagneti ex itations lo alized on the uxon. We have
al ulated the spatial prole and frequen y spe trum of these ex itations. Their dynami s an be redu ed to two
quantum states, so that ea h uxon moving through the array arries with it a qubit of information. Coheren e
properties of su h a propagating qubit in the nSQUID array are hara terized by the dynami suppression of
the low-frequen y de oheren e due to the motion-indu ed spreading of the noise spe tral density to a larger
frequen y interval.
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quantum information is transported along the
by propagating

1. INTRODUCTION

Coheren e properties and pre ision of

ontrol over

ent experiments [15℄) have rea hed the level when it
be omes possible and interesting to dis uss potential
ar hite ture of the super ondu ting quantum

omput-

ir uits either within the gate-model paradigm [69℄

or the adiabati

ground-state approa h [10, 11℄.

Be-

sides the formidable problem of maintaining the level
of qubit
the

oheren e with in reasing

ir uit

omplexity,

entral issue that needs to be addressed by any ar-

hite ture of s alable quantum omputing devi es is the

has a negative mutual indu tan e between its two arms.
Dynami s of su h nSQUIDs [12℄

among a large number of qubits with su ient delity.
So far, the suggested solutions to the problem of transdire t

oupling of qubits or

ontrollable

oupling through a

om-

mon resonator. These solutions, while working ni ely
for the

ir uits of few qubits,

to larger

an not be s aled easily

ir uits.

The purpose of this work is to suggest another approa h to the problem of information transfer along a
quantum

ir uit of the super ondu ting qubits utiliz-

ing quantum dynami s of magneti

* E-mail:
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ux, in whi h the

an be represented in

terms of the two degrees of freedom, the dierential
mode and the  ommon modes, with very dierent
properties. The former

an be used to en ode quantum

information, while the latter  to transport it. Then,
the overall ar hite ture of a quantum

omputing

ir-

uit built of nSQUIDs is very similar to super ondu ting

lassi al reversible

[13, 14℄, in whi h the

ir uits also based on nSQUIDs
omputation is organized around

the information- arrying pulses propagating along the
ir uit.

requirement of rapid transfer of quantum information

fer of quantum information were based on

ir uit

This approa h uses

the arrays of two-jun tion SQUIDs, where ea h of them

the dynami s of super ondu ting qubits (see, e. g., re-

ing

lassi al pulses.

Existen e of the two degrees of freedom with different properties makes nSQUID arrays qualitatively and
advantageously dierent from previously

onsidered ar-

rays of super ondu ting qubits (see, e. g., [1517℄) or
spins [1820℄ as tools for quantum information transfer. In general, a physi al variable en oding quantum
information and the one used to
isfy
the

ase of nSQUIDs, the

dynami

modes

ommon and the dierential

an be optimized separately to sat-

isfy these dierent requirements.
the

arry it should sat-

ompletely dierent sets of requirements, and in

ommon mode, i. e.

Most importantly,

the degree of freedom trans-

porting the quantum information, does not ne essarily
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lassi al dynami s

is su ient to transport a qubit along the array. This
makes potential operation of nSQUID arrays as
ers of quantum information
forward, sin e it avoids a

e

onvey-

e

onsiderably more straight-

hallenging problem of main-

taining quantum oheren e of uxons, supported by the
ommon mode, along a large array of jun tions.

C
2. BASIC MODEL OF

C

EJ

nSQUID ARRAY

EJ

We begin our detailed dis ussion with a des ription
of the elementary

ell of the arrays

onsidered in this

L

work, i. e., nSQUID [12℄  a two-jun tion SQUID with
a negative indu tan e between its two arms (Fig. 1).
Dynami s of this stru ture

L

M

an be separated naturally

into the dynami s of two degrees of freedom, i. e., the
ommon mode representing the total

urrent owing

Equivalent ir uit of an nSQUID, i.e., a twojun tion SQUID with jun tion apa itan es C and
Josephson oupling energies EJ and the negative mutual indu tan e M between its indu tive arms with
indu tan es L. The negative mutual indu tan e makes
the ee tive indu tan e of the ommon mode of the
SQUID dynami s mu h smaller than the indu tan e of
the dierential mode. Also shown are the phase bias e
of the ommon mode and e of the dierential mode

through the two jun tions of the SQUID and the dif-

Fig. 1.

ferential mode whi h represents the dieren e of the
two jun tion urrents, i. e., the
the SQUID loop.

In the

urrent ir ulating along
onguration of an one-

dimensional array, these two degrees of freedom give
rise to the two dierent ex itation modes of the array.
The

ommon mode

orresponds to ex itations propa-

gating along the array and, in the appropriate regime,
takes the form of individual uxons.
The main dieren e between the nSQUID and the
usual two-jun tion SQUID
very

an be seen if one thinks

rudely about two arms of a SQUID as two paral-

lel wires. For the plain wires, the mutual indu tan e
between the wires is positive,

M

M > 0, ensuring that the

ee tive indu tan e of the dierential mode is always
smaller than that of the
the dierential mode
only together with the

ommon mode. In this

ase,

an have a non-trivial dynami s
ommon mode. By

negative mutual indu tan e

M

ontrast, the

between the SQUID

arms makes the ee tive indu tan e of the dierential
mode larger than the indu tan e of the
As a result, one

then be transported along the array by the evolution
of the

ergy of the two indu tive arms of the SQUID

by the negative mutual indu tan e, we obtain the fol-

H=

K 2 Q2
+
2Ct 4C

2EJ os  os  +

 2 
( e )2 ( e )2

:
+ 0
+
2
L M
L+M

ommon

an then be used
om-

Here

0 = ~=e is the magneti

are the variables of the

K and 
K = Q1 + Q2 is

the total

information along the array. If the dynami s of both

jun tions, and

modes is

son phase dieren e a ross the jun tions. The

venient basis for implementation of

on-

lassi al reversible

omputing [13, 14℄. If, however, parameters of the differential mode are su h that its behavior is quantum, it
an be used to en ode quantum information, whi h

an

harge on the two

apa itan es of the SQUID

 = (1 + 2 )=2

mode has ee tive indu tan e
itan e

Ct ,

whi h, in the

is the average Joseph-

(L

M )=2

ase of the

2C

ommon

and

apa -

ir uit in Fig. 1,

is equal to the total

apa itan e

tions, but in general

an in lude additional

1316

(1)

ux quantum,

ommon mode:

mon mode is optimized separately for transfer of this
lassi al, nSQUID stru tures provide a

en-

oupled

lowing expression for the nSQUID Hamiltonian:

mode whi h supports only the ex itations with larger
The dierential mode

oupling energies

of the two SQUID jun tions. Adding the magneti

an realize a situation when the dif-

to en ode information, while the dynami s of the

of the individual nSQUID (Fig. 1)

harging energies and the Josephson

ferential mode exhibits a non-trivial, e. g., bi-stable dy-

frequen ies.

H

is given by the standard expression whi h in ludes the

ommon mode.

nami s at low frequen ies without ex iting the

ommon mode.

Hamiltonian

of the two jun ontribu-
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nSQUID arrays as onveyers of quantum information
ular, if the

C0

L0

the main feature of the nSQUID dynami s is preserved:
the

L

M

tially xed at some value whi h is either applied externally or generated dynami ally. This phase plays then
the role of the qubit

L

L

ommon mode remains rigid, i. e., it is not ae ted

by the evolution of the dierential mode and is essen-

M
L

M

L

ontrol signal whi h is distributed

along the array through the  lo k line (upper horizon-

L

tal line in Fig. 2). The dierential mode
to en ode a
the

urrent

Dual-rail Josephson array made of nSQUID ells
shown in Fig. 1. The array ells are oupled by indu tan es LC with negative mutual indu tan e MC
between them. No bias phases are applied externally either for the ommon mode or the dierential mode; the
bias for the ommon mode is generated self- onsistently
by the array dynami s. In this dynami s, the ommon
mode plays the role of the qubit ontrol signal propagating along the ontrol line with spe i apa itan e
C and indu tan e L , whereas the dierential mode
en odes a qubit of quantum information that is being
transported along the array

an be used

lassi al or quantum bit of information in
ir ulating along the

Dynami s of the

oupled SQUID loops.

ommon mode ensures then that the

information en oded by the dierential mode is trans-

Fig. 2.

0

LC are designed to
MC between them,

oupling indu tan es

have negative mutual indu tan e

ported along the array.
Quantitatively, we

onsider the arrays with no bias

phases applied externally either for the

ommon mode

or the dierential mode; rather the bias phases
for the

ommon modes

index

numbers the

j

j

of the array

e;j

ells, where the

ells, are generated dynami ally

by the array stru ture. The phase

e;j

is the phase of

the super ondu ting order parameter at the bias node

0

point of the
indu tan e

j th nSQUID, i. e., the points onne ted by
L0 in Fig. 2. The Hamiltonian H0 of su h

an array, a segment of whi h is shown in Fig. 2,

an be

written as
tions from the external biasing ir uit (as, e. g., in Fig. 2
below).
i ally

In quantum dynami s,

K

and



are

onjugated variables that satisfy the

tion relation

[; K ℄ = 2ei, standard for the

phase of a Josephson jun tion. The

Q2

ommutaharge and

and the phase dieren e

harge dieren e

 = (1 2 )=2
[; Q℄ = 2ei.

whi h have the same ommutation relation
The ee tive indu tan e and

2(L + M )

are

and

C=2

apa itan e of this mode

respe tively.

Q and .)

Ea h term

H (j ) =

hosen

As mentioned above, qualitative ee t of the negative

mutual

indu tan e

properties of the

is

to

make

the

j

(
H (j ) +



~
2e

2 

(e;j

dynami

ommon and the dierential modes

H (j )

j th

is the Hamiltonian of the

[2=(L M )Ct℄1=2 and 1=[(L + M )C ℄1=2  !p , and in the
large-negative-indu tan e limit
frequen y of the

M

! L, the ex itation

ommon mode be omes mu h larger

than that of the dierential mode, making it possible to
learly separate the frequen y ranges of the dynami s
of the two modes. As a result, when the nSQUID
are

ells

onne ted in an array as in Fig. 2, the two modes

an be used to perform dierent fun tions. In parti -

(2)

ells of the array.

  

the terms in Eq. (2) des ribe the

pling, the resonan e frequen ies of the two modes are

;

2
Kj2 Q2j Ke;j
~ 2 (e;j j )2
+
+
+
+
4C 4C 2C0
2e
L M
#
2j
2EJ os j os j ; (3)
+
L+M

in the Hamiltonian (1) of one nSQUID very dierou-

)

in this expression,

ent.

If we negle t for a moment the Josephson

e;j 1 )2
+
2L0

where the sum runs over all nSQUID

(Their apparent

values in Eq. (1) are dierent be ause of the
normalization of

X

(  )2 (  +

)2
+ j j 1 + e;j j j 1 e;j 1
LC +MC
LC MC

orresponding vari-

ables of the dierential mode are the

Q = Q1

H0 =

anon-

ell, while the rest of
oupling between the

LC .
H (j ) inludes now the harging energy of the harge Ke;j on
the apa itan e C0 of the j th ell. The harge Ke;j is
the onjugate variable to the phase e;j , with the standard ommutation relation [e;j ; Ke;j ℄ = 2ei. As shown
nearest-neighbor

ells due to indu tan es

L0

and

In addition to the Hamiltonian (1), ea h term

expli itly in the Appendix, in the limit of strong negative

oupling of the array indu tan es,

! LC , when the
1317
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dynami s manifest themselves most prominently, the
ommon phase of ea h
down to the

ell of the array be omes pinned

orresponding bias phase

and the array Hamiltonian

H0

 e;j ,

e;j , j

where

Ct = 2C + C0 .

of the

lo k and information phases:

H0 = H () + H () ;
where

H () =
(4)

Note that although we in luded

for uniformity the negative

oupling

MC

in the require-

=

Z

dx

(

ments of the strong-negative- oupling limit, in prin iondition

M >L

~
2e

2 

(0 )2
+
2
2L0

Ct _ 2

and, in the quadrati

H

ple, as follows from the dis ussion in the Appendix 
f. Eq. (A.7), the

()

alone is su ient

=

Z

dx

( 2 
~
2e

oupling indu tan e.

In what follows, we
both the

lo k phases

j

and the information phases

less position along the array (whi h
elementary

an be understood

oordinate in units of the size of the

ell of the array). Su h an approximation

is stri tly valid if the

hara teristi

The

-part

0 
In the

1

p2E

J L0

;

C



~
2e

p2E

Z

J LC

:

dividual uxons (see, e. g., [21℄):

(x; t) = 4 tan

1

 
x
exp

the array with a small velo ity
situation desired in the

0

vt



:

(8)

1 =2

ontext of quantum

. In the

omputa-

tion, the energy losses in the array are negligible. The

v

is determined by the pro ess of uxon inje tion

into the array. In the ballisti

2

v  (L0 Ct )

uxon motion in this regime is ballisti , i. e., the velo ity

(0 )2
2
Ct _ +
H0 = dx
+C _ 2 +
+
2L0
2L


(0 )2
2EJ os (x; t) os (x; t) ;
+
2LC
~
2e

(6) is equivalent to the sine-Gordon

This expression des ribes the uxon propagating along

1

an be written as

(  2 

(7)

Hamiltonian is that it supports propagation of the in-

length of variation

ontinuous approximation, Hamiltonian (4)

of the array


(0 )2 2
2
_
C +
+
+
2LC 2L
)
2
+ EJ os (x; t) :

the purpose of our dis ussion, the main feature of this

 1, where
~
2e

(6)

Hamiltonian of a regular long Josephson jun tion. For

of ea h phase, Josephson penetration length, is large,

0 ; C

2EJ os  ;

onsider the situation when

j an be des ribed in the ontinuous approximation,
j ; j ! (x); (x), where x is a ontinuous dimensionas the real spatial

)



approximation,

for the redu tion of the array Hamiltonian to form (4)
with dierent ee tive

146, âûï. 6 (12), 2014

press it as a sum of the parts governing the evolution

redu es to

(
X Kj2 Q2j
H0 =
+
2EJ os j os j +
2Ct 4C
j
#)
 2 "
(j j 1 )2 2j (j j 1 )2
~
;
+ +
+
2e
2L0
2L
2LC

òîì

tion

regime, uxon propaga-

an be used for measurements of super ondu ting

qubits [2225℄. If small energy losses in the dynami s of
the
(5)

ommon mode are non-negligible, velo ity

v

of the

uxon motion is established by the balan e between
these losses and the driving for e

reated by the ap-

where the prime denotes the derivative with respe t

plied bias

to

a weakly-dissipative regime of the uxon motion does

x,

and all the parameters,

Ct , L 0 , C , L C ,

and

EJ ,

are dened now per unit length, with the ex eption
of indu tan e

L,

for whi h the inverse indu tan e is

proportional to length, and one denes

1=L

per unit

length.
In the situation of interest for quantum information transfer, we

an also adopt an assumption that

the dynami s of

is restri ted to the regime of small

phases,



jj  1, sin e the qubit designs aim typi ally

urrent [2628℄. In the present

not prevent uxons from serving as

ontext, su h

arriers of quan-

tum information, as long as dissipation is
the

v

onned to

ommon mode dynami s. In both regimes, velo ity

is dire tly related to the d

nSQUIDs of the array, whi h

bias voltage a ross the
an be used to

ontrol and

monitor the uxon motion. In long nSQUID arrays we
onsider in this work, propagating uxon des ribed by
Eq. (8) serves as the

lo k pulse transporting along the

at this regime to minimize the de oheren e ee ts. In

array the ex itations of the dierential phase

this

that en odes quantum information.

ase, we

an expand Hamiltonian (5) in

 and ex-

1318
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3. LOCALIZED EXCITATIONS AS
INFORMATION CARRIERS

H ()

Hamiltonian
the phase

(7) des ribing the dynami s of

(x; t) is roughly similar to the Hamiltonian

of individual SQUIDs that are used in typi al superondu ting qubits. The main new feature of the phase

(x; t) in omparison to the phase in usual qubits is
that (x; t) is now a eld with dependen e on oordi()
nate x, and a ordingly, the eigenstates of H
have

of

(x; t)

a

ura y does not ae t the states of phase

tatively, for adiabati

the

lo k phase

(x; t)

lates the energy density in

H () (7).

The lowest-energy

(x; t) are lo al   and the ee tive Joseph2EJ os  is negative and largest

ex itations of the information phase
ized in the region where
son

oupling energy

in absolute value. These ex itations
a qubit lo alized on the uxon.

As one

an see from

Eq. (7), depending on the relative magnitude of the
Josephson oupling strength and indu tan e
i s of the phase

(x; t)

in the



L, dynam-

region is governed

tion of motion for the phase
Hamiltonian:

whi h the information

As a rst step, we solve this equation

(9)

lassi ally by

(x; t),

and expressing it as a sum of dierent ex itation modes
with some

oe ients

(x; t) =

j:

X

j j (x) exp(

j

i!j t):

(10)

After this substitution, Eq. (9) takes the form of an
exa tly solvable (see, e. g., [32℄) stationary S hrödinger
equation that determines the spatial prole
frequen ies

!j

j (x)

and

of the ex itation modes:

2
=
h (x=0 )
"
= 1+

(L=LC )00

2

or a monostable potential in
an be en oded in two dierent



!j
!p

2 #

:

(11)

ase, in the nSQUID array, the qubit is atta hed
We are interested in the dis rete part of the spe -

to the uxon and moves with it along the array.
Naturally, to a

ount for the bi-stable dynami s of

, one needs to keep higher-order terms in  in Hamil()
tonian H
(7). In the following, we onsider quanti2

tatively the situation similar to the phase qubits, when
the relative magnitude of the Josephson

oupling is

trum of this system, whi h
ized on the uxon, in the

 2EJ L=(~=2e)
and the ee tive potential for
(7) is monostable.
lose to unity, one

In this

2

(x; t)

!

 !p p1 +
p

!p 1

in Hamiltonian
not too

approximation,

as in Eq. (7), to determine the spa e stru ture and

For the purpose of quantum information transfer,
when the

!p = (2LC )

1 =2

,

hara teristi

_

 v  !p .

p

1+ :

(12)

0

;

(13)

one sees that this equation is satised for

1
0 =
2

frequen-

, are mu h larger than the frequen y

 !j  !p

0 (x) = A0 [ h(x=0 )℄

whi h are of the order of

asso iated with the uxon propagation,
In this adiabati

, while the frequen ies of the

Substituting into Eq. (11) the prole of the lo-

we are interested in the regime of the su iently slow

(x; t),

at

x ! 1) imply that there

west-frequen y mode

(x; t).

ies of the dynami s of

hes zero at

ontinuous spe trum of frequen ies of delo alized

frequen ies of information-en oding ex itations of the

evolution of

The

modes lo alized on the uxon lie within the range

ase, and for

an use quadrati

2

tion (a potential that has the minimum value

x = 0 and approa
modes at

< 1;

onsists of the modes lo al-

   , i. e., x  0, region.

qualitative features of Eq. (11) as S hrödinger equa-

is a

su h that

phase


2
:
h2 (x=0 )



energy states, similarly to the phase qubits [31℄. In either

from the resulting

separating the time and spa e dependen e of

the qubit of information in two dierent ux states in

29; 30℄,

Quanti-

al ulating the stru -

(x; t)

L 00
 = !p 2  + 1 +
LC

by either a bi-stable potential as required for en oding
the ux qubits [

.

an negle t the

uxon shape (8) into Eq. (7), we get the following equa-

an be used to en-

ode information, e. g., by serving as the basis state of

, we

ture of the ex itation spe trum. Then, substituting the

ontrolled by the variation of

in the uxon (8) whi h modu-

evolution of

time dependen e in Eq. (8) when

a spatial stru ture being distributed along the array.
This spatial stru ture is

in the moving uxon (8), with exponential

where

!0 = !p 1+ (1 Æ0 );

along the array that is driven by the time evolution

1319

1+

2
l

!
1 ;

l  L0 =4LC , and gives the frequen

p

regime, the qubit transfer pro ess

r

Æ0 =

p

2+l

y

p

l

2

:

(14)
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For the subsequent quantization, it is
have the mode prole normalized by the

Z

This

and obtain the quantum version of the

ondition

expansion (10) of the phase eld

(15)

ondition determines the normalization

A0 =
Depending

on

 1 =4

the

and the

ratio

! ! p1

itan e

l,

the

quen y (14) spans the whole interval (12). For

l

mode with frequen y (14) exists for arbitrary values
ir uit parameters. For su iently small indu -

L0 (making the

hara teristi

width

0

of poten-

tial well large), Eq. (11) has other lo alized modes with
higher frequen ies. For any given value of the indu -

l

tan e ratio , the

j th lo

1
j<
2

alized mode exists if

r

1+

2
l

Æj = l
As

1+

l

~C _
(x; t) =
e
Xp
=i
~C!j j (x) (ayj

(x; t)

ussed in this work, only the dis rete modes that are
lo alized modes

Æj );

ode quantum information. The most dire t approa h
the

and

and use as the two basis states of the qubit of information the ground state

j



~!j ayj aj +

of the dynami s of the

lowest-frequen y mode:
(18)

oupling energy in array Hamiltonian (5) makes
onne dynami s of

ay .
j

1
2





Hamiltonian (7) is

to the two

ontrollable qubit of information,
onguration, is



arried

In the situa-

onsidered above,

the lowest-order nonlinear perturbation

V

of quadrati

reated by the fourth-order terms in

the expansion of the Josephson energy:

V = V0 (a0 + ay0 )4 ;

re-

Substituting

normalization (15), we transform Hamiltonian (7) into

X

j0i

and the rst ex ited state of the

tion without the external bias for

j (x), i. e., Eq. (11), orthogonality, and

H () =



dierential phase

whi h now, in the nSQUID

integral by making use of the general properties of the

the standard form:

onsidered systems with

onventional phase qubits in individual SQUIDs,

along the array by propagating uxon.

in terms of the usual boson

aj

The

an be used in a variety of ways to en-

is to use the similarity of the

V0 =

expansion (10) into Hamiltonian (7) and evaluating the
mode fun tions

ontinuous part of the ex itation spe -

lo alized on the moving uxons are of interest.

an be quantized in the stan-

ation/annihalation operators

(17)

trum, but for the information-en oding purposes dis-

dard way by expressing the amplitudes of the frequen y
omponents of

aj ):

In prin iple, the sums in all these expressions should
run also over the

states (18) produ ing

an be seen from Eqs. (9) and (10), dynamos illator and

apa -

As in the phase qubits, nonlinearity of the Joseph-

i s of ea h lo alized mode is equivalent to that of a
harmoni

asso iated with the dy-

0

#2
(2j + 1) :

2

Q(x; t)

(16)

of the nSQUIDs,

it possible then to

!j = !p 1 + (1

e2
j (x) (aj + ayj );
~C!j

j

son

q

lassi al mode

fj0i; ay j0ig:

!
1

and has the frequen y

"r

C

!0

This dis ussion implies that the zeroth lo alized

tan e

j

harge density

Q(x; t) =

fre-

L0  LC ), we have !0
qualitatively
p
be ause 0 is large and the mode is strongly lo alized
at x  0, where ee tive Josephson oupling rea hes
minimum,
EJ . For large l, the mode is weakly
lo alized, 0 ! 0, and the frequen y !0 approa hes
p
the edge of the ontinuous spe trum !p 1 + . The
middle of the interval, !0 = !p , is a hieved for
L0 = LC , when 0 = 1.
of the

s

(x; t),

nami s of the dierential mode on the jun tion

(0 + 1=2)
:
0 (0 )

indu tan es

(i. e.,

(x; t) =

X

onstant

for the zeroth mode (13) as

s
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onvenient to

dx 20 (x) = 1:

1
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EJ

12



e2
~C!0

2 Z

Here, we took into a

dx 40 (x)



(19)

2

h2 (x=0 )


1 :

ount that for the purpose of us-

ing this expression in the rst-order perturbation theory, one

 trun

an keep in it the expansion (16) of the phase

ated to in lude only the same zeroth mode that

denes the basis states (18).
uxon motion,

1320
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was negle ted making the nonlinearity
perturbation.
order

The perturbation

V

orre tions to the harmoni

V

(19) a stati

reates the rstos illator energies

portant to understand these properties of the nSQUID
qubits.

The nSQUID arrays share two main physi al

me hanisms of de oheren e with other super ondu ting

1=f , noise produ

of the ex itations of the zeroth mode obtained in the

qubits: low-frequen y, typi ally

quadrati

the two-level u tuators in the materials surrounding

approximation (11). These

orre tions make

the energy gap between the two qubit basis states (18)

the qubits (see, e. g., [3335℄), and ele tromagneti

dierent by

tuations in the

ÆE from the gap separating the upper qubit

ed by
u -

ontrol lines of the devi e. Although the

state from the next energy level. Using the mode fun -

low-frequen y noise

tion (13) to

stronger role in the nSQUID arrays be ause of their

al ulate the spatial integral in Eq. (19),

ÆE from
theory in V :
we nd

ÆE =

pEJ



0

the standard rst-order perturbation

e2 (0 + 1=2)
~C!0 (0 )

2

fe ts of this noise are suppressed by the me hanisms


0

To give a numeri al example, we take

L0 = LC ,

(20)

when

!0 = !p = (2LC ) 1=2 . Then the relative
magnitude of ÆE (20) an be expressed as ÆE=~!p =
= ( =100 )(e2 =~)(L=2C )1=2 , and an be estimated to
and

be of the order of few tenths of a per ent for typi al
The magnitude of nonlinearity

an be in reased by introdu ing the external bias into
the dierential mode, whi h de reases the order of perturbation from the forth-order term (19) to the thirdorder term. Finite nonlinearity is needed to operate the
qubit (18) similarly to the phase qubits, by

ontrolling

The pulse frequen y is tuned to

the energy dieren e between the basis states (18) of
the

0

mode, i. e., approximately to the frequen y

!0

(14), while nonlinearity ensures that these pulses do not
drive the system to the higher ex itation states, limiting its dynami s to the two basis states (18). In this
regime, the magnitude of

ÆE

determines the required

qubit operation time.
This energy dieren e makes it possible to operate
the qubit (18) similarly to the phase qubits, by

ontrol-

ling it with RF pulses. The pulse frequen y is tuned
to the energy dieren e between the basis states (18)
of the

!0

0

mode, i. e., approximately to the frequen y

(14), while

ÆE

ur-

rent super ondu ting qubits: making the energy dier-

0

it with RF pulses.

Part of this sup-

pression is due to the same me hanism as in most

 (2 (21=+2)3=(22) ) :

values of parameter.

omplex, multilayer, stru ture, de oheren e ef-

inherent in the nSQUID dynami s.

0

0 = 1

more

an be expe ted to play an even

(20) ensures that these pulses do not

drive the system to the higher ex itation states, limiting its dynami s to the two basis states (18).

en e between the qubit basis states only weakly (either
linearly with small
ux or ele tri

ontrol parameters, e. g., magneti

harge, with their low-frequen y u tu-

ations. In the nSQUID qubits, this is the me hanisms
suppressing the de oheren e by the noise in the
mon phase

(x; t),

om-

i. e., u tuations in the position or

shape of the uxon (8)

arrying the qubit. As dis ussed

in the previous se tion, the basis states of this qubit are
automati ally lo alized in the region where
su h

  .

For

,  os =  0, and Hamiltonian (7) that gov-

erns dynami s of the dierential mode depends only

. In the regime of
 relevant for quantum omputa-

quadrati ally on the u tuations of
small u tuations of
tion, quadrati

oupling suppresses their de oheren e

ee ts.
The low-frequen y noise also ae ts the dynami s
of the information-en oding dierential mode

(x; t) di-

re tly. In the situation of the quasi lassi al dynami s
of the Josephson phases of the nSQUIDs that is of interest for our dis ussion, the dominant low-frequen y
noise is the noise
nSQUIDs. One

(x; t)

of the magneti

ux in the

an view this noise as the u tuating

part of the ux, whi h provides the phase bias
for the dierential phase
and
the

 of ea

e (t)

h individual nSQUID,

ouples to this phase as in Hamiltonian (1).
ontinuous limit and for strong negative

In

oupling

of indu tan es, this noise results then in the following
perturbation term that should be added to the basi
Hamiltonian (5):

U=

4. DECOHERENCE PROPERTIES OF MOVING
QUBITS

Although the stru ture of the nSQUID arrays is op-

oe ient, or quadrati ally) depen-

dent on the external

~
2eL

Sin e the magneti

Z

dx (x; t)(x; t):

(21)

ux noise is produ ed presum-

timized for quantum information transfer, to be po-

ably by the mi ros opi

tentially useful, the moving qubits supported by the

the super ondu tor-diele tri

arrays should at least preserve the

stru ture [3638℄, the noise uxes are un orrelated

ties of the

oheren e proper-

urrent stati  qubit designs, making it im-

two-level systems lo alized at
interfa es of the nSQUID

among dierent nSQUIDs [39℄. In the

1321
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proximation, this means that the noise

(x; t) is Æ-

or-

related:

tion of the dierential mode.

d!
S (! ) exp [i! (t
2 0

= Æ(x x0 )

the

Se tion, with the basis (18) spanned by the two lowest
energy states of the lowest-frequen y lo alized ex ita-

h(x; t)(x0 ; t0 )i =Z

where

spe tral density

nSQUID should have the

1=f

S0 (! )

of

(22)

noise in

one

prole:

with some low- and high-frequen y

n (t)

v , this noise is determined by the

spatial prole

(13) of the lowest-frequen y ex i-

0 (x)

n (t) =

utos

!l

and

!h .

(x; t) ( < 1) and absen e of the exe (x; t)  0, that we fo us on in this
work, perturbative orre tions due to U (21) to the endierential mode

Z

dx 0 (x

spe tral density

S (! ) =

Z

ergies of the qubit basis states vanish in the rst order,

U

d hn (t +  )n (t)ie

=

symmetry of

ommon mode

(x; t),

the

where the fun tion

(21) asso iated with the u tuations of

f (! ) =

the dierential mode produ es only the se ond-order,
quadrati , non-vanishing

orre tions to the qubit ener-

gies, redu ing the de oheren e ee ts of these u tuations.
Besides this suppression of the low-frequen y de oheren e by redu ed

oupling to the noise sour e, whi h

is the same as in the stati

we

Z

spread-

Qualitatively, if the qubit is transported with velo ity

v

not

along the array, where the low-frequen y noise is
orrelated in dierent nSQUIDs, the qubit sees the

ee tive noise with the

orrelation time of the order of

1=v, the time of the qubit motion between the nearest-

neighbor

d!f (! ) = 1;

=

d! 0 S0 (! 0 )f (!

Z

dt

dx 0 (x)0 (x

vt)ei!t :

f (0) =

ondition (15) into a

1

Z

2v

dx 0 (x)

ondition (15) shows that

and the qubit states distributed over several nSQUIDs

S (! ) = S0 (! ):
For rapid qubit motion, when the frequen y range

time

redu es to

oheren e time of the qubit from some inhomoge-

t  td v
2

and

td

(27)

in the array see the same noise (25) as in one nSQUID:

intensity of the low-frequen y noise,

neous dephasing time

:

v = 0, normalf (! ! 0) = Æ (! ! 0 ),

range limited by

hange

2

by qubit motion. For stationary qubit,
ization

up to a large frequen y proportional to

noise over a large frequen y range results in the

ount,

f (! ) satises the

into the noise distributed uniformly over the frequen y

of the

(26)

Qualitatively, this fun tion des ribes how the noise

hanged

Su h spreading of the low-frequen y

(25)

spe tral density is spread over the large frequen y range

from the low-frequen y noise spe trum of one nSQUID

v.

! 0 );

f (! ) is dened as

onditions:

ells of the array. This means that the spe -

tral density of the noise as seen by the qubit is

i!

an see dire tly from Eq. (26) that

two basi

along the nSQUID arrays should exhibit another sup-

ing of the noise spe trum due to the qubit motion.

1
2

Z

Z

Taking the normalization

qubits, qubits transported

pression me hanism resulting from the dynami

(24)

S (! ) seen by the qubit:

potential in the Hamiltonian (5). Therefore, similarly
to the u tuations of the

vt)(x; t):

This expression gives the following result for the noise

ternal bias for it,

perturbation

of the ux noise

ported with velo ity

(23)

! 

S (! )

as seen by the qubit. For the qubit (18) trans-

tation of the dierential mode:

In the situation of the monostable potential for the

an argue, e. g., from the

The qubit de oheren e

depends on the spe tral density

t0 )℄ ;

S0 (! ) = A=j! j;

as one

146, âûï. 6 (12), 2014
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S (! ) = W f (! );

into homogeneous dephasing

W



Z

!h

v

en loses all

 v, Eq. (25)

d! S0 (! ):

(28)

an be signi antly in reased by the
In general, the qubit motion does not

qubit motion. Su h a suppression of the low-frequen y
qubit de oheren e is qualitatively similar to the mo-

total noise intensity, as one

tional narrowing of the NMR lines (see, e. g., [40℄), with

and (27),

the main dieren e that it should happen not due to
random thermal motion but

ontrolled uniform propa-

Z

hange the

an see from Eqs. (25)

d! S (! ) = W;

gation of the qubit.
To make this des ription more quantitative, we

on-

sider spe i ally the qubit dis ussed in the previous

but it

hanges its distribution over frequen ies. In par-

ti ular, for the rapid motion, the total intensity

1322
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S(ω)
A/ωh

the dynami
shows

1000

S (! )

spreading of the

1=f

noise (23). Figure 3

obtained in this way for several velo ities

v assuming a reasonable frequen y range of the noise,
!h =!l = 107 . The plot illustrates the transition from

0.01

the rapid to slower qubit motion.

100

0.1

(largest

v)

The lowest

oin ides with Eq. (28) with

f (! )

urve

given by

Eq. (29). In agreement with the dis ussion above, the

1

10

main feature of all

3
1

urves in Fig. 3 is that the noise

spe trum be omes at for frequen ies below the
a teristi

10

frequen y





2v=0

har-

asso iated with the

qubit motion, inverse of the time it takes a qubit to
move by a distan e of the order of its (dimensionless)

0.1

length. For slower qubit motion,

S

magnitude of

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

timated as

10
ω/ωh

Ee tive frequen y spe trum of the 1=f noise
a ting on the qubit transported along the nSQUID array
with velo ity v. The noise is redistributed over frequenies by the qubit motion. The dashed line shows the
original 1=f noise (23). The numbers near the urves
are the 2v= !h values. For dis ussion, see main text
Fig. 3.

Also, for

!l

   !h , the

in this low-frequen y range

S (0) 

an be es-

A 
ln :
 !l

(30)

  !h , the spreading fun tion f (! ) be omes
S (! ) oin ides with S0 (! ) at the higher-

narrow, and

frequen y end of the spe trum. (The sharp feature of

0

S (! ) at ! = !h in this regime is explained by the

rude

model of hard high-frequen y

al u-

uto used in the

lation.)
Dynami

transfer of the noise spe trum from low

of the original noise is distributed over the whole fre-

to high frequen ies in reases the qubit dephasing time.

quen y range given by the qubit velo ity, and the re-

To estimate the magnitude of this in rease, we assume

sulting noise spe trum

S (! )

is

by the motion as in Eq. (28).

ompletely determined

that there is a nonvanishing dierential phase bias for

As one

the nSQUIDs in the array, so that the qubit is

an see from

the se ond equation in (27), an important
of this is that

S (! )

be omes at,

S (! )

onsequen e

 S (0) in the

!  v , and its magnitude is suppressed by velo ity as 1=v :
Z
2
W
S (0) =
dx 0 (x) :
2v
large frequen y range

Su h a suppressed spe tral density of ee tively white
noise also implies similarly suppressed qubit de oheren-

oupled

dire tly (linearly) to the noise, but this bias is weak
and we

an use quantitatively all the previous results

on the noise spe trum spreading. In this
phasing time

td

ase, the de-

of the stationary qubit, in the regime

p

when it is limited by the low-frequen y noise produ ing

t =

inhomogeneous Gaussian de oheren e, is d
(in luding the relevant

oupling

4=W

onstants into the def-

t(m)

inition of noise). The dephasing time d
of the same,
but rapidly moving, qubit, whi h sees as a result the
white noise spe trum produ ing the exponential homo-

e rate.

t(m) = 2=S (0)

when the two indu tan es in the nSQUID array ell (see

geneous de oheren e, is d
. Using Eqs. (28)
and (29) to nd
, we obtain the relation between

Fig. 2) are equal,

the two dephasing times:

To see this more expli itly, we

LC = L0 .

onsider the

ase

The spatial prole (13) of

S (0)

td(m) = t2d =:

the lowest-frequen y ex itation of the dierential mode
then is

p

From a

0 (x) = [ 20 h(x=0 )℄ 1 :

Making use of this

f (! )

2

in Eq. (25), we

onservative estimate of de oheren e time of

phase qubits, when it is dominated by the low-fre-

From this expression, we obtain expli itly

 

0 !
0
h
f (! ) =
4v
2v

(31)

:

f (! ) (26):
(29)

 200 ns, and a reasonable expe ted
propagation frequen y   1 GHz, we see that dynami
quen y noise,

td

spreading of the low-frequen y noise spe trum should
in rease the dephasing time of a qubit propagating in

an nd the

the nSQUID array roughly by a fa tor of 50, to about

 10 s, the value

noise

t(dm)

ray

de oheren e times of super ondu ting qubits.

S (! ) for the qubit moving along the nSQUID arwith an arbitrary velo ity v , whi h results from
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APPENDIX

Redu tion of the array Hamiltonian

ontinuous model

of an nSQUID array in the limit of large negative indu al ulated the frequen y

In this Appendix, we show expli itly how Hamil-

spe trum and the spatial prole of the ex itations of

tonian (2) of the nSQUID array, segment of whi h

tan es of the nSQUIDs, and

the dierential mode in the array. Redu ed to the two-

is shown in Fig. 2, is redu ed to the form given by

state limit, dynami s of these ex itations

Eq. (4) in the large-negative-indu tan e limit

an be used

M

! LC . In order to do this, we start by transform-

to en ode quantum information, whi h is transported

MC

along the array by propagating uxons supported by

ing two of the initial degrees of freedom of ea h

the

ommon mode. Qualitatively, qubit of the dier-

ential mode that is atta hed to the uxon turns it into
a parti le with arti ial spin 1/2. We have

al ulated

the de oheren e properties of these qubits whi h are
hara terized by the dynami

spreading of the noise

j =

noise.

fully a

onsidered only the

ase of

ommon mode of whi h

an

ommodate individual uxons, and made the

assumption that the uxon dynami s is
nSQUID arrays

lassi al. The

arrays, arguably more a

ase of short

essible experimentally.

short arrays, the distribution of the

For

ommon phase

of

Still, even the shortest possible

arrays of two nSQUIDs should exhibit the information transfer dynami s qualitatively similar to the one
onsidered above. Another interesting question is presented by the possibility of quantum motion of uxons
along the array, whi h is not
rea h experimentally [41℄.

One

(A.1)

~
(2Cj + C0 e;j ):
2eCt

onjugated

Kj

and

Ke;j :

2CKe;j )=Ct ; pj = Kj + Ke;j :

(A.2)

an see dire tly that they indeed satisfy the ne -

essary

ommutation relations:

[j ; qj ℄ = i~; [j ; pj ℄ = i~; [j ; pj ℄ = 0; [j ; qj ℄ = 0:

ompletely out of the

This transformation is performed to separate ex-

j
e;j , whi h will be quen hed in the limit M ! L,
MC ! LC . To see this, we onsider the relevant, di0
verging in this limit, part H of the total array Hamiltonian H0 given by Eqs. (2) and (3):
pli itly the relative dynami s of the two phases,
and

(
 2 
2
X Kj2 Ke;j
(e;j j )2
~
0
H =
+
+
+
4C 2C0
2e
L M
j
)
(e;j j + j 1 e;j 1 )2
: (A.3)
+

In this regime, when not

only the dierential, but also the

ommon mode of the

ording to the quantum me hani s,

the information propagates along the array quantum
me hani ally. If, in addition, the dynami s of the dif-

LC

ferential mode is bistable as in the ux qubits, the
nSQUID arrays should provide a

onvenient way of

implementing the universal adiabati

quantum algo-

rithms. All these possible uses of the nSQUID arrays
as

e;j );

ontinuous approximation may not

be valid any longer.

array behaves a

harges

qj = (C0 Kj

over the length of the array is dierent from that in
a uxon (8), and

(j

The orresponding anoni al momenta

The theory presented

above is not dire tly appli able to the

~

2e

to these new oordinates are the following ombinations

an be used to transport quantum in-

formation beyond this regime.

ommon phase

j =

the de oheren e rate asso iated with the low-frequen y
In this work, we have

ell of

j of the j th nSQUID,
and the super ondu ting phase e;j at bias node point
of this nSQUID (see Fig. 2), into two new variables, j
and j , dened as
the array, the

spe trum due to qubit motion. The spreading redu es

long nSQUID arrays, the

! L,

onveyers of quantum information merit further in-

vestigation.

To make the subsequent

was supported in part by the NSF grant PHY-1314758

al ulation expli it, we need

to spe ify the array stru ture. We assume the array of

N

ells with periodi

e. g.,

0  N .

boundary

onditions at the ends,

Then, inverting the relations (A.2):

Kj = qj +

The authors a knowledge useful dis ussions with
S. Han, K. K. Likharev, and V. K. Semenov. This work

MC

2Cpj
Ct

;

Ke;j =

C0
p
Ct j

qj ;

we express Eq. (A.3) in terms of new variables:

" 2
#
N
X
pj
qj2
j2
(j j 1 )2
0
;
H =
+
+
+
2Ct 2Cr L M LC MC
j =1

and the European Union Seventh Framework Programme INFERNOS (FP7/2007-2013) under the grant
agreement No. 308850.
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Cr = 2CC0 =(2C + C0 ).

where

nSQUID arrays as onveyers of quantum information

The last three terms

Hd whi h govphases j and e;j .

the  enter-of-mass

in this expression form the Hamiltonian

phases also

erns the relative dynami s of the

the momentum

As usual, this Hamiltonian

an be diagonalized by in-

trodu ing plane-wave ex itations with waveve tors

2n

k=

N

N

n=

;

2

1

N

;

(we assume for simpli ity that

2

N

1

+ 1; : : : ;

N

is odd), with

orre-

qj = i

r

tain

MC

~Cr !k
(b
2N k

by k )eikj :

In terms of these plane waves, the Hamiltonian has the

2

usual phonon form

X

~!k




1
y
bk bk +
;
2

k



Cr

L

whi h satises the

1

4 sin2 (k=2)

+

M

ondition

LC



;

negative-indu tan e limit.

!k

!1

in the large-

7

This means that these
8

urs at mu h smaller fre-

quen ies, and the modes remain in the ground state
throughout the time evolution of the array. The Hamil-

Hd of the relative dynami

s of the phases
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